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® 
MIDAS REX HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS 

“MODERN DISSECTION TECHNIQUES of 
BONE, BIOMETALS, BIOCERAMICS and BIOPLASTICS” 

for: 4 ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEONS (Ortho 700) 

+ NEUROSURGEONS, PLASTIC, CRANIOFACIAL, MAXILLOFACIAL, 
and OTOLAR YNGOLOGICAL SURGEONS (Neuro 700) 

+> OPERATING ROOM PERSONNEL (ORP 700) 
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FORMAT—3-DAY MIDAS REX® HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS 

at the PERMANENT FACILITY LOCATIONS 

CONTENT: The workshop will emphasize a series of SCHEDULE: Call or write for course calendar. Phone: 
structured exercises utilizing animal bones, skeletal bones, 800-433-7639 or 817-831-2604. 
bioplastics, and biometals, appropriate to the various bone #¥QURS: Hours each day in the permanent facility loca- 
we fee aceon - tions are from 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 

rthopaedic Surgeons (Ortho 700)— dissection in small ~NROLLMENT: Enrollment is limited. Please call to bones, large bones, spines, joint replacement, revision : : z ; 
surgery, meth imetnacry ate, pulgetny lone. and a al ace before sending check or arranging travel 
biometals, heats broken’stem extraction. P Face ee ee are made through the Midas Rex 

NEUROSURGEONS "GROUP" (Neuro 700) see list ; i 
above—dissection skills for bonework of the cranium and TUITION: Fee(US$): Surgeon $965.00; Fellow/Resident 
spine, including attention to bioplastics and biometals $585.00 (with letter from Department Head); All Operating 
applicable to neurosurgery. Room Personnel (RN/CST/ PA/Other) $250.00. 

OR PERSONNEL (ORP 700)—dissection skills to be- Make check to: Midas Rex Institute 
come familiar with the applications of power instramen- Address mail to: 2929 Race Street 
tation; discussion of and participation in problem solving, Fort Worth, TX 76111. 
care, and proper maintenance of power equipment. 

Join the more than 8,700 enrollees who have completed Midas Rex® Hands-On Workshops.
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